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Services and Technology 
General Overview

Transcend Security Solutions is a multi-service security provider, utilizing 
a best-in-class security management platform and integrated technology 
to provide clients with a customizable, interconnected security system 
that ensures quality of service. 

SECURITY THAT COMBINES 
MANPOWER, TECHNOLOGY, 
AND INNOVATION.

PHYSICAL GUARDING SERVICES

TECHNOLOGY & MONITORING

• Guarding Services – Our unarmed Guarding Division  
  provides personal interaction and a thorough,  
  tracked security presence.
• Patrol Services – Offered alongside or instead of  
  guarding, our Patrol Division provides a physical  
  deterrent for a variety of sites couple with GPS  
  technology and integrated telecommunications.

• Additional Coverage – We provide event security,  
  Fire Watch Services and services for situations that  
  do not require licensed guard patrols and tours.

• Mobile Surveillance Units – Our monitored standard,  
  mini, and ultra-mini mobile surveillance units use    
  hybrid technology blend to secure your property  
  whether indoors or outdoors. 
• Robotics– Monitored by our Analysts, Knightscope’s  
  autonomous, self-driving machines allow us to offer   
  a new way to detect security threats.
• Alarm Systems – We install high-performance,  
  wireless security systems that are simple to use and  
  maintain. Intrusion sensors ensure threats are  
  detected and stopped before they cause damage. 
• On-Premise Cameras– We install and offer  
  customized monitoring solutions for server-less,  
  cloud-managed cameras equipped with AI-based  
  video analytics like License Plate Recognition and  
  motion plotting.

• Access Control– Seamlessly integrate your access  
  credentials with video security or opt for the  
  standalone option. Our Access Control solutions  
  include optional key-less door readers, wireless  
  locks, and role-based access control.
• Visitor Management– Offer guests a seamless  
  check-in experience with pre-arrival options and  
  host notifications.
• Air Quality Control– Manage the air quality across  
  buildings and set notifications for alerts like vape  
  detection, carbon monoxide, ammonia, and more.
• Mailroom Management– Keep track of incoming  
  mail and shipments and manage deliveries across  
  the department, office, or an entire building.

Security solutions catered to high-rise buildings, outdoor retail 
centers, and other commercial markets.

Hybrid-cloud security technology pairs with around-the-clock 
monitoring for uninterrupted security.
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